We analyze why low-speed sensorless control of the IM is intrinsically difficult, and what is gained by signal injection. The explanation relies on the control-theoretic concept of observability applied to a general model of the saturated IM. We show that the IM is not observable when the stator speed is zero in the absence of signal injection, but that observability is restored thanks to signal injection and magnetic saturation. The analysis also reveals that existing sensorless algorithms based on signal injection may perform poorly for some IMs under particular operating conditions. The approach is illustrated by simulations and experimental data.
I. Introduction
"Sensorless" control algorithms have become a standard feature of Variable Speed Drives for AC motors ("sensorless" meaning that the algorithm is able to control the motor with only stator current measurements). While sensorless control at medium to high speed is now rather well understood, it remains a challenge at low speed, in particular for the Induction Motor (IM), see e.g. [1] , [2] .
A promising technique to tackle the problem is High-Frequency (HF) signal injection, originally proposed by [3] in 1995. Since then, quite a lot of algorithms have been proposed for the Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor, but much fewer for the IM. Part of the problem is that most IMs do not exhibit any geometric saliency, so signal-injection-based algorithms have to rely on magnetic saliency [4] - [6] , except for rather specific IMs with open slots [7] or suitable modifications [8] . What is lacking is a good control model of the saturated IM, together with a thorough analysis of the effects of signal injection. A convincing physical explanation is proposed in [4] , [9] , but it is not completely satisfying as it relies on several physical approximations.
In this paper, we try to explain why low-speed sensorless control of the IM is intrinsically difficult and what is gained by signal injection. This explanation is based on the concept of observability, which expresses the possibility of theoretically recovering all the state variables of the system from the known signals and their derivatives (in our case, recovering the stator flux, rotor flux, rotor velocity and load torque from the measured 1 P. Combes stator currents and the input stator voltages). The concrete use of this property is the following: around a point where the system is not observable, it is very difficult to design a control law, even if the system were perfectly known; on the contrary, around a point where the system is (first-order) observable, it is always possible to design at least a basic control law relying for instance on an extended Kalman filter. We model the saturated IM following the approach of [10] and analyze the effects of signal injection with the notion of virtual measurements introduced in [11] . We show that the IM, saturated or not, is not observable when the stator speed is zero (which corresponds to a straight line in the velocity-torque plane) in the absence of signal injection, but that observability is restored thanks to signal injection. The analysis also reveals that the existing algorithms [3] - [6] may perform poorly for some IMs. Indeed, these algorithms first estimate the rotor and stator fluxes by algebraically inverting the four relations provided by the two current measurements and the two virtual measurements obtained by signal injection; but in some operating conditions, the two virtual measurements convey nearly the same information, which renders this inversion impossible in practice.
The paper is organized as follows: in section II we propose a general model for the saturated IM and study its observability; in section III we analyze the effects of signal injection on this model and illustrate the theory by simulations and experimental data; finally in section IV we show that observability is recovered everywhere thanks to signal injection.
II. The saturated IM without signal injection

A. A general model of the saturated IM
We use the energy-based modeling approach developed in [10] , which is an application of classical analytical mechanics. This approach encodes the information in a single scalar function, and automatically provides nonlinear models with a sensible physical structure:
• it gives an expression for the electromagnetic torque valid in the presence of saturation • it justifies the modeling of saturation in the fictitious dq frame. This is usually taken for granted, though saturation physically takes place in the abc frame • it automatically enforces the reciprocity conditions (see e.g. [12] , [13] ). Moreover this approach does not rely on the motor 978-1-5090-2067-6/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE 2016 International Symposium on Power Electronics, Electrical Drives, Automation and Motion internal layout, but only on basic geometric symmetries enjoyed by any well-built electric motor.
Applied to the IM, whose state variables are the vector of stator flux linkages φ dq s , the vector of rotor flux linkages φ dq r , the kinetic momentum ρ and the (electrical) rotor angle θ, this approach yields
where ω s =θ s is the speed of rotation of the synchronous dq frame and J is the matrix
R s and R r are the stator and rotor resistances and n is the number of pole pairs. The dq frame is obtained from the stator αβ frame by a known rotation of angle θ s ; consequently dq and αβ stator variables are related by
whereas the relation between dq and αβ rotor variables is x dq
is the rotation of angle η. The control inputs are the vector of stator voltages u dq s (u dq s and u αβ s are equivalent since θ s is known) and ω s . The load torque T l is an unmeasured disturbance.
The model (1) is then closed thanks to the energy function H dq (yet to be specified) according to the structural relations
these equations relate the stator currents ı dq s , the rotor currents ı dq r , the (electrical) speed ω and the electromagnetic torque T e to the state variables of (1).
We now particularize the form of the energy function H dq . On the one hand, H dq is the sum of the magnetic energy H dq m and mechanical energy; as we are not interested here in mechanical modeling, we consider the simple mechanical energy n 2 2J l ρ 2 , which corresponds to a balanced inertial load with moment of inertia J l . As for the magnetic energy H dq m , it obviously does not depend on the mechanical variable ρ; moreover the dependence on the rotor angle θ is small enough to be neglected on a well-built IM. As a consequence the energy function H dq reads
and the structural relations (2) simplify to
Moreover the state variable θ can be dropped from the model (1) since its defining equation (1d) is completely autonomous (cyclic variable).
On the other hand, we can further simplify H dq m by considering the construction symmetries of the electric motor. Indeed, IMs are built so that no privileged flux paths exist in the rotor and the stator, i.e. they are geometrically non-salient. This implies that rotating the stator and rotor fluxes by the same angle η preserves the energy, in other words,
Besides, exchanging two phases on the stator and the rotor and symmetrizing the position of the rotor does not change the energy either, thus
where S denotes the reflexion matrix
The only scalar quantities depending on φ dq s and φ dq r which respect the constraints (4) and (5) 
The currents (3a)-(3b) then read 
The second alternative greatly simplifies the observability study hereafter.
To conclude, the general model of the saturated IM is given by
with ı dq s and ı dq r given by (7) . The simplest choice for the energy function is the quadratic form
which corresponds to an unsaturated motor with linear current-flux relations. Notice (9) has indeed the form (6) .
B. Sensorless first-order observability of the saturated IM
Sensorless control of IMs is difficult at low speed because the equations are unobservable at zero stator speed. In other words, it is theoretically impossible to retrieve the state variables of (8) from the measurements ı αβ s and their time derivatives (or equivalently ı dq s , since the angle θ s between the αβ and dq frames is known), as is well-known for the unsaturated model, see e.g [14] , [15] . In this section we generalize this result to the saturated IM model (8) . For the sake of simplicity, we restrict to the analysis of first-order observability, but the result can be generalized to nonlinear observability.
An equilibrium point of the dynamical system (6) (φ dq s,eq , φ dq r,eq , ω eq ; u dq s,eq , ω s,eq , T l,eq ) is defined by 0 = u dq s,eq − R s ı dq s,eq − J ω s,eq φ dq s,eq 0 = −R r ı dq r,eq − J ω g,eq φ dq r,eq 0 = −nφ dq s,eq T J ı dq s,eq − T l,eq , where ω g,eq := ω s,eq − ω eq . The first-order linearization of (8) around this equilibrium reads 
In (11) and in the rest of this section, the partial derivatives of H dq m are evaluated at (φ dq s,eq , φ dq r,eq ), which is not explicitly written for lack of space. Notice the 2x2 matrices To study the first-order observability, we compute the time derivatives of the measurements. The first one is 
where v := (12) and (13), we obtain the first six lines of the observability matrix
The first four lines of O are independent, since the matrices for n ≥ 3.
We have thus shown that the saturated IM is observable from the measured current ı dq s when ω s,eq = 0 and not observable when ω s,eq = 0. This explains why sensorless control is more challenging at low speed. Notice the non-observability condition ω s,eq = 0 corresponds to a line through the origin in the speed-torque plane.
III. Analysis of HF signal injection A. Virtual measurements and signal injection
A standard IM is geometrically non-salient, so it is paramount to understand magnetic saliency due to saturation to take advantage of signal injection. Following [11] , a precise understanding of saturation-induced saliency can be obtained, with:
• a rigorous derivation of the "HF model" from the saturated model (8) and (7) • an analysis valid for any shape of injected signal (sinusoidal, square, . . . ). For the sake of simplicity, we restrict to pulsating signal injection as in [9] , namely
where u dq s is the vector of control voltages, s is a 1-periodic function, Ω is a "large" constant, and u dq s is a vector determining the direction and amplitude of the injection.
The main result of [11] applied to the IM asserts that the state of (8) can be approximated by
and the stator current measurements by
B. The magnetic saliency matrix
The essential part of the virtual measurement (17) is the 2x2 "saliency matrix"
It is moreover symmetric (it is the second derivative of a function), hence can be parametrized as
where a, b ≥ 0 and σ ∈] − π, π] of course depend on φ dq s and φ dq r . With this parametrization the virtual measurements (17) read
with θ i the orientation of u dq s in the dq frame. The "magnetic saliency" is clearly visible in the sense that the relation between u dq s and ı dq s depends on the absolute orientation θ i . Notice that in the unsaturated case, a is a constant independent of φ dq s and φ dq r while b is zero (this is easily seen from (9)); there is no extra information in the virtual measurement ı dq s , which is just u dq s times a constant. This is in accordance with the well-known fact that signal injection is useful for the control of the IM only because there is magnetic saturation.
We illustrate the shapes of a, b and σ with experimental data collected on a 0.75kW IM; the rated parameters listed in table I corresponds to the usual unsaturated approximation around the rated point. Many tests with locked rotor were performed for various constant values of the stator speed ω s and currents ı dq s . For each test at a given ω s , we injected a square wave u dq s of amplitude 20V and frequency 500Hz with many different orientations θ i ; u dq s was chosen so that φ dq r is (approximately) at a prescribed level and aligned with the d axis. We then reconstructed off-line the parameters a, b and σ corresponding to each experimental point from the recorded ı dq s . The results are plotted in figure 1 . It should be noted that the saliency orientation σ is not collinear with the direction of the rotor flux but almost orthogonal. To our knowledge, this has never been noticed even though [4] remarks that the saliency can slightly shift (< 30 • ) from the rotor flux axis.
To fully take advantage of the approach, we would like to explicitly express the energy function H dq m from the experimental data. While this is rather easy for the PMSM (Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor) [16] , it is much more difficult for the IM, since the rotor currents are not measured. We have not yet found a suitable parametrization of H dq m , and therefore just illustrate the 
with the numerical parameters listed in table II. This energy function is physically sensible, since it produces coefficients a, b and σ with reasonable magnitudes and shapes; it can be seen as a perturbation of the linear model (9) , and has of course the form (6) . The data in figure 2 were obtained by performing in simulation the same procedure as in the experiments; the a, b and σ obtained by this "simulated experiment" are identical to the a, b and σ directly computed from the partial derivatives of (18), which illustrates the relevance of the analysis in III-A.
IV. Observability with signal injection
We now show that thanks to the virtual measurements (16) , the model becomes observable on the line ω s,eq = 0. The linearized system (10) 
The measured outputs of this linearized system are the linearized versions δı dq s = Cδx and δ ı dq s = C v δx of the 
has full rank 5. Differentiating δı dq s once more then yields δT l . Analytically checking that O s has full rank is very tedious; therefore we will make do with numerical computations based on the energy function (18), which is representative of the general situation. Moreover, rather than computing the rank of O s , we compute its condition number (i.e. the ratio between its largest and smallest singular values). Indeed, a large condition number means the matrix is "nearly not full rank", and make numerical inversion very inaccurate in practice. shows plots of this condition number in function of the load torque for different values of the rotor flux on the unobservability line ω s,eq = 0; we can see that first-order observability is restored thanks to signal injection (recall that without signal injection, the condition number is infinite since the system is not observable). It is therefore possible to control the IM at zero stator velocity with a basic control law based for instance on an extended Kalman filter.
Notice that the control laws of [3] - [6] do not use an observer to reconstruct the stator and rotor fluxes, but algebraically compute them from ı dq s and ı dq s . The rotor velocity is then obtained from a PI loop considering the fluxes are known. Assuming the rotor flux is aligned with the d axis, this corresponds to inverting the matrix
where (CA) 2 denotes the second line of CA. But the condition number of O s may be very large in some operating conditions (see figure 3 ). This means the control laws [3] - [6] may perform poorly in those conditions. 
V. Conclusion
We have shown that thanks to magnetic saturation and signal injection, first-order observability is restored at any operating point, in particular on the unobservability line ω s,eq = 0. This means that low-speed sensorless control of the IM is doable even with model uncertainties, since it is possible to reconstruct the state with an essentially linear observer (fixed-gain observer, gain-scheduled observer, or extented Kalman filter).
